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ABSTRACT

This report was compiled at the Hanford Engineering
Development Laboratory operated by Westinghouse Hanford Company
a subsidiary of Westinghouse Electric Corporation, for the
United States Department of Energy, Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
under DOE contract nunber EY-76-C-14-2170 and NRC service request
number TV-0176. It ' scribes progress made in the Light Water
Reactor Pressure Vessel Irradiation Surveillance Dosimetry Program
during the retc cing period.
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FOREWORD

The light water reactor pressure vessel (LWR-PV) surveillance dosimetry
program has been established by NRC in recognition of the importance of
improving, maintaining, and standardizing neutron dosimetry, damage
correlation, and the associated reactor analysis procedures used for
predicting the integrated effect of neutron exposure to LWR pressure
vessels. A vigorous research effort attacking the same measurement and
analysis problems 900s forward worldwide, and strong cooperative links
between the NRC supported activities at HEDL, ORNL, and NBS and those

supported by CEN/SCK (Mol, Belgium), EPRI (Palo Alto, USA), KFA (Jiilich,
Germany) and several U. K. laboratories have been established The major

benefit of this program will be a significant improvems.it in the accuracy of
the assessment of the remaining safe operating lifetime of light water
reactor pressure vessel.

The primary objective cf the multi-laboratory program is to prepare an
updated and improved set of dosimetry, damage correlation, and associated
reactor analysis ASTM Standards for LWR-PV irradiation surveillance programs.
Supporting this objective are a series of analytical and experimental vali-
dation and Cdlibration studies in " Standard, Reference, and Controlled
Environment Benchmack Fields," reactor " Test Regions," and operating power

reactor " Surveillance Positions."

These studies will establish and certify the precision and accuracy of the

measurement and predictive methods which are recommended for use in the ASTM

Standards. Consistent and accurate measurement and data analysis techniques

and methods, therefore, will have been ieveloped and validated along with
guidelines for required neutron field calculations that are used to corre-
late changes in material properties with the characteristics of the neutron
radiation field. It is expected that the application of the established
ASTM Standards will permit the reporting of measured materials property
changes and neutron exposures to an accuracy and precision within bounds of
10 to 30%, depending on the mea:ured metallurgical variable and neutron

environment. _,, ,
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The assessment of the radiation-induced degradation of material properties
in a power reactor pressure vessel requires accurate definition of the
neutron field from the outer region of the reactor core to the outer bound-
aries of the pressure vessel. Problems with measuring neutron flux and
spectrum are associated with two distinct components of LWR-PV irradiation
surveillance procedures: (1) proper application of calculational estimates

of the neutron fluence delivered to the first half-thickness of the vessel
steel; and (2) understanding the relationship between pressure vessel
material property changes anu the metallurigcal test specimens irradiated in
test reactors and at accelerated neutron flux positions in operating power
reactors.

The first component requires validation and calibration experiments in a
variety of neutron irradiation test facilities including LWR-PV mock-ups,
power reactor surveillance positions, and related benchmark neutron fields.
The benchmarks serve as a permanent measurement reference for neutron flux

and fluence detection techniques, which are continually under development
and Widely applied by laboratories with different levels of capability. The

second component requires a serious extrapolation of an observed neutron-

induced mechanical property change from test reactor " test regions" and
operating power reactor " surveillance positions" to locations inside the
body of the pressure vessel wall. The neutron flux at the vessel is up to
one order of magnitude lower than at surveillance specimen positions and up
to two orders of magnitude lower for test reactor positions. Furthermore,

the neutron spectrum at the surface and within the assel is substantially
altered.

In order to meet the reactor pressure vessel radiation monitoring require-
ments, a variety of neutron flux and fluence detectors are employed, most of
which are passive. Each detector must be validated for application to the
higher flux and harder neutron spectrum of the test reactor " test region"
dnd to the lower flux and degraded neutron spectrum at " surveillance posi-
tions". Required detectors must respond to neutrons of various energies so

)|6) }Obvi



that multigroup spectra can be determined with accuracy sufficient for ade-
quate damage response estimates. Proposed detectors for the program include
radiometric detectors. h<lium accumulation fluence mc itors, and solid state

track recorders.

The necessity for pressure vessel mock-u? facilities for dosimetry investi-
gations and for irradiation of metallurgical specimens was recognized early
in the formation of the NRC program. Experimental studies associated with

high and low flux versions of a PWR pressure vessel mock-up have begun. As

specialized benchmarks, these f acilities will provide well-characterized

neutron environments where active and passive neutron dosimetry, various types
of LWR-PV neutron field calculations, and temperature-controlled metal damage
exposure are brought together.

The results of the measurement and calculational strategies outlined here will
be made available for use by the nuclear industry as ASTM Standards. Federal
Regulation 10CFR50 already calls for adharence to several ASTM Standards which

require incorporation of flux monitors and post-irradiation evaluation in LWR-

PV irradiation surveillance. Revised and new standards in preparation will be
Cdrefully structured to be up-to-date, flexible, and, above all, consistent.

515 |84
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SUMMARY

Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory

(HEDL)

Forty continuous garmla-ray spectra were obtained from the scoping measure-
ments made in the Poolside Critical Assembly facility at ORNL. Measurements
were made at five radial distances from the PCA surface, at two different

axial levels, with and without reactor power, and with two different phys-
ical configurations. The two configurations were (1) with the pressure
vessel wall simulator and thermal shield both in place, and (2) with both
these items removed. Preliminary gamma dose rates have been computed. The

detection system and associated electronic and data acquisition systems seem
adequate for gamma-ray spectrometry scoping measurements.

Solid State Track Recorders have been prepared for irradiation in the Brown's

Ferry 3 (BF3) and McGuire I reactors. Developmental work is proceeding in

the adaptation of electrop ating techniques for production of deposits.
These techniques have been used to prepare deposits of Th, U, Np, and Pu.
Mass analysis of the deposits has been initiated. It has been found pos-

sible to achieve deviations from uniformity of less than five percent.

Additional work has been done in analyzing the relationship between the
irradiation induced shift in nil ductility temperature and chemical com-
position. The embrittlement coefficients for the elements have been
tabulated in terms of weight percent of the elements and additional sta-
tistical tests have been made on the statistical significance of the various
coefficients.

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

(ORNL)

Design, fabrication and preparation are continuing in the preparation of the
Pool Cr,itical Assembly Pressure Vessel Wall Benchmark Facility for dosimetry
experiments. Work performed this quarter included design of free-field mea-
surement facilities, a fission chamber tube for run-to-run normalization,

S-1 gig ;g9



core men.;ing rigs, and a lead thermal shield. Analyses and documentation of

the adequacy of the structural capabilities of the PCA facil:ty were com-
pleted by ORNL General Engineering.

Assembly. layout work and detailed design of the ORR experiment facility are
85% complete. The Quality Assurance Program Plan for both the PCA an PSF
have been corapleted and approved by the management. Design support neutron
transport calculations have been made to evaluate design variations involv-
ing (1) sandwiching test specimens between copper plates, and (2) placing a
set of test specimens directly behind the thermal shield. These variations
were found to cause acceptably small changes in the spatial and spectral
characteristics of the neutron flux.

Drawings of the Instrumented Irradiation Capsule which simulates the pres-
sure vessel wall are about 50% complete. Two dimensional heat flow models
have been developed for analyses of the simulated pressure vessel wall and
the surveillance specimen capsule.

Rockwell international Energy Systems Group

(RIES)

Preliminary results are given for helium analyses of boron and lithium

Helium Accumulation Fluence Monitors (HAFMs) irradiated in the Fission
Cavity of the BR1 reactor at Mol, Belgium. The results have not yet been
co rected for neutron self-shielding or flux gradients. A total of 113
HAFMs have been prepared and shipped for inclusion in irradiations to be
conducted in core and reflector positions of the FRJ-1 and FRJ-2 reactors
in Julich, West Germany. The results will be compared with data from HEOL
and CEN/SCK dosimeters irradiated simultaneously at the same locations.
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HEDL-3

A. CONTINU0US GAMMA-RAY SPECTROMETRY SCOPING MEASUREMENTS AT THE PCA

Raymond Gold

Tang Chiao

Bruce J. Kaiser

Objective

To obtain continuous gamma-ray spectral and gamma dose rate scoping mea-
surements in the Poolside Critical Asserr31y (PCA) at Oak R'idge National

Laboratory (ORNL).

Summary

Forty contiruous gama-ray spectra were obtained from the scoping measure-
ments made in the Poolside Critical Assemby (PCA) f acility at ORNL. These

spectra were taken at five different distances from the PCA surface and at
two different axial levels both with and without reactor power. Measure-

ments were performed in two different environments:

1. In-Situ - the low power pressure vessel mockup at the PCA, including the
thermal shield and pressure vessel simulator.

2. Free Field - the unperturbed water environment without the presence of
the thermal shield and pressure vessel simulator.

Af ter initial data analysis, the sources of the gama-rays were studied and
identified, and the preliminary gama dose rates were computed. As a result
of these efforts, it was determined that:

1. The detection system performed quite adequately. riowever, the associ-

ated cooling system must be improved in order to bettar maintain the
required low detector temperature in the relatively hot ~390 , PCAC

environment.

515 192



HEDL-4

2. The electronic and the data acquisition systems used for gamu spec tro-
metry were acceptable.

3. Preliminary data analysis techniques are adequate. However, results to

date are only preliminary, and systematic corrections must be determined
and applied to the raw data to reduce the uncertainty of the results.

Accomplishments and Status

Introduction

The radiation field of the pressure vessel of a light water reactor is com-
plicated, consisting principally of neutrons and gamma-rays. Tc understand
and define this complex radiation field is a major task of the LWR Pressure
Vessel Irradiation Surveillance Dosimetry Program. Various methods have

been developed to measure and define the neutron field to this program. In
this work, Compton R,ecoil G_amma-Ray S_pectroscopy (CGS) developed by Goldbl

has been employed for the measurement of the continuous cama-ray component
of this mixed radiation field and for determining the ab. gamma dose2

rates.

Measurement of this gama-ray component is important, not only as the major
radiation constituent of a reactor field, but also provides for further stud-
ies of the interdependent relationship between the neutron and the gama-ray
components of a power reactor environment. The measurement of the contin-
uous gama-ray pectrum is of special interest to the LWR-PV Irradiation

Surveillance Dosimetry Program, because the design and the development of

the Pool Side Facility (PSF) requires information regarding gama heating.
The results from these measurements will provide this needed infomation.

Detector, Electroni.c Instrumentation and Data Acquisition System

A high resolution lithium drifted silicon solid state detector [Si(Li) de-
tector] was used in this work. Rather than the customary application of

,
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solid state detectors, i .e., the direct detection of discrete photo-peaks,
this method uses the detector response for measurement of thc Compton recoil
electron distribution induced by the continuous gamma-ray spectrum of in-
terest. The Comptcn ele: tron di;iribltion and the cent inuous gamma-ray
spectrum ar' related by an integr=1 equation, based on the well kn.own Klein-
N ishina formula for Compton scattering. In terms of the measured Compton
reco il electron distribution, the continuous gamma-ray spectrum can be de-
termined with appropriate unfolding techniques.

Figure HEDL-1 displays the Si(Li) detector and vacuum chamber components. A

detector of this size (lcc) can effectively measure gamma-rays f rom approxi-
mataly 0.1 to 2.4 MeV. The detector was mounted in a stainless steel vacuum
ch;inber which was maintained at approximately 1 x 10-5 Torr by a small on-
line icn pump. The detector was cooled with a Thermo Electric Cooler (TEC)
which could decrease the detector tcmoerature to approximately -23 C. Com-U

ponerts at the end of the detecter holder were made of aluminum to improve
heat trans f er propert ies within the vacuum chambers . As a resul t of cool-
ing, the detector resolution was improved to better than 10 kev for electron
l i ne w i dt h ( FWHM) . OLring a measurement perioi, the operating detector tem-

0perature normally held at approximately 21 C. However , because of ins uf f i-

cient heat capacity of the detector in the relatively hot PCA environment
3(139 C), the detector temperature increased af ter a very short time period

(2 to 3 minutes). Theref ore, during each run, the detector had to be with- ~

drawn f requent ly f or add iti onal cool ing.

A f ast low-noise ORTEC l' A preamplifier was used in this work. As shown in
Figure HEDL-2, this prea plifier had been modif ied so that it could be in-
stalled close to the detector probe. This requirement necessitated a cylin-
dr ica l des i gn f or the preampl if ier hous i ng. Figur- HEDL-3 displays the
entire spectraneter consisting of detector probe , preamplifier and the on-
l i ne i a, pu m p . F il l er inserts of lucite and steel were used in the exper-
imental tubes to s imulate water and steel environments, respectively.

C cJ|J |9|
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HEDL-6

The electronic inctrumentation system is depicted in Figure HEDL-4 in block
diagram form. The signal from the ORTEC research amplifier was fed into an
ORTEC 552 pulse shape analyzer. The pulse shape analyzer generates two fast

negative pulses for each input signal. The time difference between the two

fast negative pulses depends on the input pulse shape. Therefore, using
these two negative pulses as the starting and stopping pulses of an ORTEC
467 tima-to-amplitude converter (TAC), different input pulse shapes could be
distinguished. Since the Si(Li) detector output pulse shape differs for
Compton recoil electrons, noise pile-up, wall events, etc., with the help of
tbis Puise Shape Discriminator (PSD), one can discriminate against unde-
sirable signals from the detector. Pulses of acceptable shape passed

through the linear gate and were sorted by the data acquisition system.

The data acquisition system used for this work was a multi-user, multi-
purpose, mini-computer-Tennecomp TP-50 system. The TP-50 system was not

only used as a multi-channel analyzer, but also as a computer, performing
on-line data analysis. This latter capability is essential to the adjust-

ment of the electronic instrumentation, especially the PSD, and will be
elaborated upon later in this report. Figure HEDL-5 is a picture of the
TP-50 and associated peripheral equipment, which include two floppy disk
units, a magtlpe drive, and X-Y plotter, and a line printer. The data taken

by the TP-50 system can be transferred to any one of these peripherals.

Experimental Methods and Procedures

Figure HEDL-6 shows a photograph of the PCA reactor care and simulated pres-
sure vessel assembly. The whole facility is set in a seventeen foot deep
water pool. The LWR pressure vessel mockup at the PCA can be found in Fig-
ure HEDL-7. The reactor window, the experimental access tubes, and tha void
box were made of aluminum. The fabrication material for the pressure vessel
simulator was carbon steel, and the thermal shield was made of the stainless

steel. Figure HEDL-8 is a schematic view of this facility from above. The

circles indicate the positions of the experimental access tubes. The dis-
tance between the reactor window and each experimental access tube is marked

}}b $



HEDL-7

on the top of this figure as W-XX. In this work, .neasurements were taken at
five different positions, which are indicated by crosses in Figure HEDL-8.
Two continuous gama-ray spectra were taken at each of these five positions;
one at the midplane and one 6.25" above the midplane. Background spectra

were taken with the reactor shut down and measurements were repeated with

the reactor at low power. In order to maintain acceptable counting rates,
the power of the reactor was set at different levels for different posi-
tions. The counting rates for these experiments varied from 60,000 to
115,000 counts /sec, which resulted in an ADC deadtime of roughly 3-9%. All

gama dose rates obtained by analyzing these spectra were normalized to a
one-watt reactor power level. The same measurements were repeated to obtain

f ree field spectra with the Pressure Vessel Simulator, void box, and the
thermoshield removed.

Before measurements were taken, ;t was important to set the electronic
instrumentation properly, especially the PSD, so that only pulses corres-
ponding to acceptable Compton recoil electrons are sorted by t h data

137acquisition system. In order to do so, a Cs cource, which emits a
moncenergetic gama-ray at 0.6616 MeV, was used to give a known electron
recoil distribution. One can calculate the Gaussian-broadened theoretical
Compton electron distribution for this source using the well-known Klein-
Nishina formula. By comparing the measured and theoretically calculated
electron distributions, one can adjust the pulse shape analyzer setting
until good agreement between experiment and theory is obtained. Figure

HEDL-9 shows o typical comparison between the experimental and the theo-
137

retical Cs Compton electron distribution af ter proper adjustment of the
PSD. Once good agreement is obtained, one can be confident that a proper
setting of electronic instrumentation has been achieved for the actual data

137collection. In the present work, the calculation of the Cs electron
distribution and comparison plots between measurement and calculation were
performed by the TP-50 on-line computer. The computer code GABC0 ,32 was

used for these on-line comparisons. This same calibrr' ion procedure was
repeated several times in the course of the experiment co assure proper
performance of the eleccronic instrumentation.

3 ie ,,
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HEDL-8

Data Analysis

A detailed discussion of the data analysis and computer techniques can be
found in References 1 and 2. Hence, only a brief description of the basic
mathematical relations between the Compton-electron distribution and the
gama-ray spectrum need be given here.

The relationship between the unfolded sr 213r gama flux, + (> g), and the mea-
sured Compton-electron continuum, W (E), is given by:

c

do
W (E) = N 7 (E, eo) + (eo)de (1)cc e o

.

where E and e are the measured electron energy mn6 the correspondingg

photon energy, respectively. N is the total number of electrons in thee

detectorand[dois the differential Compton-scattering cross section (per

free electron). The desired differential cross section can be obtained
directly f rom the Klein-Nishina fomula in the follcwing form

2
d "c " "o E 2 e

2 ) + 2( o - E)2 + #-a ' E [(E - 1)2 - 1]f(2)g-( eg,E) =
- E) 2

( -

3,o(e e eg g g

where r is the classical electron radius. For tne purposes of data re-g

duction, Eq. (1) is written in matrix fom

W C+ (3)=

___

where ( and + are vector representations of the continuous electron and
photon spectrum, respcctively. C is the Compton matrix, which is defined in
terms of' the response kernel as

4Q],
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HEDL-9

('o)j+1 do
C =N (E jjeg)deg, i j 1, 2, ... m (4)=
jj e

(to)j

Using Equations (3) and (4), with the help of high speed iterative computer
techniques, measured electron distributions can be readily unfolded to obtain
the continuous gama-ray spectra.

In the present work, the computer code COMSCAT(2,3) was used to unfold all

measured electron spectra into gama-ray spectra. The electron spectrum
taken at TSB midplane with zero reactor power is displayed in Figure HEDL-10.
Figure HEDL-11 illustrates the gama spectrum obtained by unfolding the data
given in Figure HEDL-10. The sharp break observed in Figure HEDL-10 at ap-
proximately 1.35 MeV corresponds to the Ba-La transition gamma peak at 1.60
MeV, which is clearly evident in Figure HEDL-11. In the present work, all

electron spec 3 were unfolded as outlined above without further corrections
to the raw data. However, to obtain absolute gamma spectra, several sys-
tematic corrections need to be applied before unfolding. The Si(Li) detec-
tor used in this work had a sensitive volume of only 1cc. Consequently,

there exists the probability that recoil electrons can escape from the sen-
sitive region of the detector. This probability increases with increasing
electron energy. This is an example of finite size effects.(1) In the fu-

ture, corrections will be applied to account for finite size effects. In

addition, an efficiency correction factor related to detector geometry, ADC
deadtime, etc., must be determined.

Knowing the absolute continuous gamma-ray spectrum, gamma dose rates can be

computed by the computer code DOSE. The detailed basis for this analysis, as
well as a full description of the DOSE code, can be found in References 1
and 2.

Results and Discassion

All forty measured electron spectra and unfolded gama spectra have been
stored for future reference and are available upon request. Also stored are

lI J '98
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computer outputs of COMSCAT and DOSE. A typical electron spectrum at tha

TSB midplane location at a reactor power level of 350 mW is displayed in
F i gure HE DL- 12. The corresponding unfolded gama-ray spectrum is shown in

F igure HEDL-13. Only raw data of the Compton electrori distribution was used
in this analysis. Several gamma peaks are clearly identified as idicated in
F igure HEDL-13. Ident ificat ion of these gamma-ray peaks is based on the

in-situ PCA envi ronment. One may note the peak arising f rom annihilation at
rad i at i on 0. 51 MeV ; t he Ba-L a tr ans i t i on pea k at 1. 60 MeV ; t he pea k f rom

neutron capture by hydrogen in water at 2.23 MeV; and peaks f rcm neutron
5427A1, 56Fe, and Fe at 0. 85, 1. 0, 1. 23, an dinelastic neutron scattering in

1. 42 Me V. While it is the intention of this work to provide absolute mea-

surements of gamma-ray continuum, the capability of identifying peaks of
sufficient intensity above the continuum definitely indicates that:

1) the performance of detection assembly and electronic instrumenta-

tion are s atisf actory.

2) the mathematical concepts and unfolding techniques used in the
computer code for data analysis are appropriate. However, in order

to provide absolute intens ity measurements of gamma-ray continuua,
corrections for finite size effects as well as other systematic

eff ects must be applied to electron spectra in the data analysis.

Figure HEDL-14 displays the garina dose rate as a function of the distance
from the PCA window. The plot on the lef t of the Figure HEDL 14 gives the
garma dose rates nomalized to a one watt reactor power level, whereas the
right hand plot is background gamma dose rate obtained with the reactor shut
down. Since these results were computed without corrections, only the

relative trend of the computed dose rate as a function of the distance f rom

t he P CA wi n dow is meaningf ul. The slow exponential dect ease of the dose

rate in the water, and the much f aster exponent ial decrease in the pressure

vessel s imulator, is completely consistent with expectations.

, ) i. QJ
'

..
.

,



HEDL-11

Expected AchieveT.ents in the Next Reporting Period

The cooling system for the Si(Li) detector will be improved. Corrections

for finite detector size, as well as efficiency, will be determined experi-
mentally. In addition, the electronic instrumentation will be optimized for

high count rate applications.
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PREPARATION OF FISSIONABLE DEPOSITS FOR SDLID STATE TRACK RECORDER DOSIMETRY

IN THE LIGHT WATER REACTOR-PRESSURE VESSEL SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM

Frank H. Ruddy

Raymond Gold

James H. Roberts *

_Obj ec t ive

Development of Solid State Track Recorder (SSTR) Fissionablc deposit sources
for dosimetry applications in Light Water Reactor-Pressure Vessel Surveil-

l ance (LWR-PVS) neutron f ields.

Summary

Extensive use of SSTR in U.S. Breeder Reactor (BR), Light Water Reactor

(LWR), and Magnetic Fusion Energy Reactor (MFER) programs is planned and has
been described in recent reports.(1,2) In addition to the high unif ormity
required for such fissionable deposits,(3) extension of high accuracy SSTR
techniques to high fluence requires the production of deposits that are cf
very low mass . Better than 1% unifomity and better than 1% absolute ma,s

accuracy must both be accomplished. Consequently, the ability to perform
accurate SSTR dosimetry at high fit. . ce depends crucially upon the quality
of these fission deposits.

Accomplishments and Status

The target thicknesses prepared for the Browns Ferry 3 (BF 3) irradiation
and the planned target thickness for the McGuire I irradiation are shown in
Tables HEDL 1 and -2, respectively. An electroplating procedure (4) has

* Consultant, Macalester College, Department of Physics and Astronomy,
St. Paul, Minnesota 55105.
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been adapted for prode.ing deposits in the required mass range using non-
quantitative deposition of the actinide isotope from an organic solvent

239onto a nickel backing. For Pu, a linear dependence of source thickness
2versus deposition potential was found in the range from 0.08 nanograms /cm

2to 1.58 nanograms /cm , as shown in Figure HEDL-15. The dependence of source

thickness upon time duration of the deposition was approximately linear below
21.5 nanograms /cm at 230 volts deposition potential, but extremely short

times are required for the lightest deposits inaking variation of the deposi-
tion potential a more attractive alternative for preparation of the deposits.

237For Np, a slight deviation from linearity of source thickness versus de-
2position potential was found above 200 nanograms /cm , but still a smooth

dependence was founo up to 1.6 ggms/cm2 (see Figures HEDL-15 and -16).

To a first approximation Th, U, Np, and Pu behave identically an this
plating procedure (due to the similarity of the properties of the M [IV]
oxidation state of these actinides), and the same procedure has been used
for Th and U.

237g , 239Pu, and Th ueposits produced have been tested for unifor-232The p

mity by a-autoradiographic techniques using plastic SSTR. In many cases,
deviations from uniformity have been found to be less than 5% and further
testing is in progress.

Mass analysir has also begun for these deposits. Alpha spectrometry, mass
spectrometry and spiking techniques have been and are being developed for
these mass analyses. In the case of the uranium deposits, 2370 is being
used as a T-ray spike.

Fissionable deposits nave been prepared and encapsulated for inclusion in
the BF 3 cavity irradiation and absolute mass assays and uniformity measure-
ments have been performed for these deposits (Table HEDL-1).
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Expected Accomplishments

Alpha particle autoradiographs have been performed on the Browns Ferry 3
deposits, using plastic SSTRs. These autoradiographs are Lcing analyzed for
uniformity and the presence of impurity alpha emitters; these results are
forthcoming. The use of alpha autoradiography as an absolute mass assay
technique (with better than 1% absolute accuracy) will be investigated by
comparing the results of the alpha autoradiographs with the results of con-
ventional mass analyses.

Production of electrodeposits for the planned McGuire I irradiation will
begin in order to meet the June 1979 loading deadline.
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TABLE HEDL-1

SOURCE MASSES FOR THE BROWNS FERRY 3 EXPOSURE

Nuc 1 ide Thickness * (ng/cm2)

2350 1.60
1.66
1.83
2.36

238U 48.9
57.6
65.8

106.6

239Pu 0.604
0.733
0.959
2.19

237Np 9.02
9.69
9.74

26.1

232Th 104
220
285
445

*All deposits are 0.250-inch diameter on 0.437-inch diameter Ni backing.
toading will be in August 1978.
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TABLE HEDL-2

PRELIMINARY LWR-PVS SSTR SOURCE ESTIMATES FOR McGUIRE I

Nuclide Thickness * (ng/cm2) (#)

235U 0.6 (4)
6.0 (2)-

60 (1)

238U 30 (4)
300 (2)
3 x 103 (1)

239Pu 0.6 (4)
6.0
60

237Np 6 (4)
60 (2)
600 (1)

232Th 120 (4)
1.2 x 103 (2)
12 x 103 (1)

*All dt posits 0.250-inch diameter on 0.438-inch diameter, 5 mil Ni
backing. Required date to begin testing 3/79. Required date for PVS
loading 6/79.
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C. THE EFFECT OF MINOR ELEMENTS ON THE IRRADIATION EMBRITTLEMENT OF WELD

METAL-II

G. L. Guthrie

Objective

The objective of this work is to provide statistical information about the

effect of minor elements on the shift of the nil ductility temperature of

Light Water Reactor-Pressure Vessel (LWR-PV) weld metal under irradiation.
The information thus obtained is useful in the preparation of some ASTM
Standard Practices required under the LWR Surveillance Dosimetry Program.
The imediate objective of this report is to list the embrittlement sensi-

tivity coefficients in terms of weight percent, rather than atomic percent
as was done in a previous quarterly report, and to examine the statistical
significance of some coefficients in greater detail.

Summary

lIn a previous report , a simple linear expression was used to provide a
relationship between weld metal chemistry and the irradiation induced shift
in the nil ductility temperature of irr 'ated weld metal. The linear ex-
pression contains a number of adjustable e. .ents which show how concen-
trations of individual minor alloying elementa contribute to the total tem-
perature shift. These adjustable coefficients were evaluated by a "least
squares" technique using data from irrauiations of 36 different weld metal
alloys. Confidence limits for the coefficient values were presented. The

current report gives embrittlement sensitivity coefficients in terms of
weight percent, rather than atomic percent, and enlarges on the analysis of
the statistical significance of the parameters. Use of additional statis-
tical tests P - ' hat the parameters for Cu, Mn, P, Mo, Ni, Cr, and V
all show evios. . Deing statistically significant.*
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Accomplishments and Status

In a previous quarterly report (1) data assembled by Biemiller et al(2) were,

analyzed to chew that several alloying elements affect the irradiation embrittle-
ment sensitivity (3) of pressure vessel steels. The data (2) , from 36 weld

0metal alloys irradiated at 288 C were presented in a normalized form to show
shif t in n il ductility temperature (evaluated f rom Charpy tests) af ter irradi-
ation to 3 x 1019 n/cm2 (E>1.0 MeV). Data from irradiation to fluences other

n/cm2 (E>1.0 MeV) were adjusted by the authors (2) , using anthan 3 x 109
assumed relation where nil ductility temperature shif t was proportional to
the .43 power of the fluence attained in the irradiation. In the earlier
quarterly report (1) , data were analyzed using an assumed relation of the form

a(NDTT) = Ac . ( At % C) + AMn (At % Mn)

+A (At % P) + As . (At % S) + A3j . (At % Si)p.

(1)
+A (At % Ni) + ANi . Cr . (At % Cr) + AMo . (At % Mo)

+A (At % Cu) + A (At % V) + Constant.Cu . y .

In the expression above, the coefficients A , AMn, etc., are adjustable para-c

meters for carbon, manganese, and other minor alloying elements, evaluated by
a linear least-squares technique so as to obtain a best fit to the data.
Normalized data consist of tabulations of the chemical composition of the
welds and the associated shift in nil ductility temperature caused by irradi-
aticn to 3 x 1019 n/cm2 (E >1.0 MeV).

In the previous report, the chemical compositions were entered into calcu-
lations as atomic percent alloy additions.
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Since the chemical analysis is commonly given in weight per cent, and Regu-
latory Guide 1.99 discusses (4) a problem similar to the cresent one using

weight per cent for chemical analysis, Eq(1) has been modified to the form
of Eq(2) which used weight per cent for the alloy concentration terms.

(Wt % Mn)+A -(Wt % P)+A -(Wt % S)(NDTT) = AC - (Wt % C) + AMn
-

p S

-(Wt % Mo) (2)+A- -(Wt % Si)+Agg (Wt % Ni)+ACr (Wt % Cr)+Agg-

;

+A (Wt % Cu)+A -(Wt % V) + Constant
C t. y

This will allow better comparison of results to Reg Guide 1.99 and f ac 71itate
utilization of the re alts of the analysis.

A standard .r ' t vues technique } has been used to analyze the V data

points rf F e. ~ er .nd Byrne using all the terms of Eq(2) and the results
are shawn - ;t; e HEDL-3. In addition to the analysis with the full set of

elements, Toi " has been analyzed in an abbreviated form in several cases
where various elements were eliminated from Eq(2) and the least-squares solu-
tion was found for the remaining coefficients in the abbreviated expression
in each case. Table HEDL-4 shows the coefficients which resulted from this
type of analysis f'or various combinations of assumed relevant elements.
Table HEDL-5 shows the corresponding standard deviations for the coefficients
found by the least-squares procedure.

The method used to choose elements (and associated parameters) for retention

is the following. The full sets of elements for which chemical analysis was

available was used for Case I. This case is shown in Table HEDL-3. It was

assumed that elements which did not actually affect the embrittlement process
would have poorly determined coefficients, since there would be a poor corre-
lation between the concentrations of such elements and the nil ductility tem-

perature shift. Therefore, it seemed reasonable to rank the elements based
an the fractional uncertainty in the least-squares embrittlement coefficient
found for the full set of elemental concentrations, (Case I). Subsets of

elements could be selected, starting with a few of the elements with the most
accurately determined coefficients, and enlarging the set by adding elements
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in order, using the previous ranking (Column 5 of Table 3, Case I) as a guide
to a reasonable sequence of additional elements and associated parameters.

The decision on how large a set to use as an ultimate optimum set can be
based on a desire to obtain the minimum value for the standard deviation of
the fit to the data. This might cause retention of a excessive number of
parameters in a situation where the deviation of the fit had a very small
decrease associated with the addition of an extra parameter, with the
improvement being happenstance. The judgment of the situation just referred
to can be put on the quantitative basis by the use of the "F" statistic,

which will be discussed later.

TABLE HEDL-3

RADIATION Ei.RITTLEMENT C0EFFICIENTS FOR VARIOUS ELEMENTS

IN AN EXPRESSION CONTAINING TEN ELEMENTS PLUS A CONSTANT TERM

Element Coefficient in Standard Fractional Reliability

(or Constant C/Wt% at 3 x 1019 Deviation Uncertainty Rank

term) n/cm2 (E >1.0 meV) O /Wt% (Col 3/ Col 2) (Based on Col 4)C

C .1246E+03 .2303E+03 1.85 9

Mn .5977E+02 .2718E+02 .45 4

P .4066E+04 .1688E+04 .41 3

S .1610E+03 . 3225 E+04 20. 11

Si .1907E+02 .5644E+02 2.63 10

Ni .2267E+02 .1275E+02 .56 6

Cr .3517E+02 .2134EF02 .61 7

Mo .2244E+03 .8264E+02 .38 2

Cu .3485E+03 .5758E+02 .17 1

V .3411E+03 .4872 E+03 1.4 8

Constant .1613E+03 (UC) .8987E+02 (UC) .56 5
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' RADIATION EMBRITTLEMENT COEFFICIENTS FOR SEVERAL COMBINATIONS OF ELEMENTS (OC/Wt % at 3 x 1019 n/cm2 (E>l.0 MeV))

E l emen t Case I Case II Case III Case IV Case V Case VI Case VII Case VIII Case IX

C .1246E+03
_

1478E+03

Mn .5977E+02 .7843E+02 .5716E+02 .6148E+02 .6310E+02 .5783E+02

P .4066E+04 .3248E+03 .2517E+04 .3535E+04 .3763E+04 .3553E+04 .3316E+04 .3793E+04

S .1610E+03

_S i .1907E+02

Ni .2267E+02 .2310E+02 .1848E+02 .1813E+02 .2287E+02

_Cr .3517E+02 .2832E+02 .2753E+02 .3507E+02

Mo .2244E+03 .6415E+02 .4514E+02 .1018E+03 .9201E+02 .?019E+03 .2234E+03 .2259E+03

Cu .3485E+03 .4417E+01 4186E+03 4079E+03 .3861E+03 .3478E+03 .3540E+03 .3544E+03 .3491E+03

V .3411E+03 482SE+03 .3812E+03

CONSTANT .1613E+03 .7019E+00 .7937E+02 4304E+02 .1661E+03 .1167E+03 .1745E+03 .1840E+03 .1513E+03

Sum of
Squares .2929E+05 .5624E+05 .5754E+05 .5334E+05 .4072E+05 .3469E+05 .3171E+05 .3027E+05 .2971E+05
of Resid-g.,
uals___

* Standard .3423E+02 .4128E+02 .4176E+02 .4083E+02 .3624E+02 .3401E+02 .3307E+02 .3288E+02 .3317E+02
Deviation

N ** Degrees 25. 33. 33. 32. 31. 30. 29. 28. 27
of Freedom

* Standard deviation data, given by ((sum of squares of residuals)/(degrees of freedom))0.5 ,

** Degrees of freedom defined as number of data points minus number of adjustable parameters.



TABLE HEDL-5

STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF ELEMENT COEFFICIENTS FOR SEVERAL COM3INATIONS OF ELEMENTS

___

't l ement Case I Case II Case III Case IV Case V Case VI Case VII Case VIII Case IX
.- -

C .2303E+03 .2069E+03

Mn .2718E+02 .2530E+02 .2550E+0' .2494E*02 .2483E+02 . 2612,E+02

__ P .1688E+04 .1502E+04 .1586E+04 .1445E+04 .1360E+04 .1129E+04 .1337E+04 .1505E+04

'

S .3225E+04

Si .5644E+02

Ni .1275E+02
_

.1012E+02 Id23E+02 .1018E+02 .1222E+02

Cr .2134E+02 .1716E+02 . '08E+02 .2020E+02

Mo .8264E+02 .3280E+02 .3423E*02 .3545E+02 .3354E+02 .7417E+02 .7605E+02 .7681E+02 k
Cu .5758E+02 .5969E+02 .6546E+02 .6436E+02 .5756E+02 .178SE+03 .5513E+02 .5481E402 .5579E+02

V .4872E+03 .4176E+03 4445E+03

CONSTANT .8987E+0? .1704E+02 .28/6E+02 .3626E+02 .5110E+02 .5259E+02 .6!97E+02 .6216E+02 7758E+02

(c /Wt %)2Units are C
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The ranking of the coefficients from Case I was found to be Cu, Mo, P, Mn,
additive constant, Ni, Cr, V, C, Si, and S, as shown in Table HEDL-3. In

the computations the additive constant was included in all cases. This is

not in complete harmony with the theory just discussed, as the constant
should be included in the proper sequence on the same basis as the rest of
the parameters, but the discrepancy turned out not to be important, since
the minimum value for the standard deviation of the data was observed for a
set of parameters which was larger than the smallest set which included
the additive constant taken in proper sequence.

Most of the various subset "c=.ses" shown in Tables HEDL-4 and HEDL-5 are
based on the previo : sly mentioned ranking. Cases III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII

and IX show the eff ects of adding the elements in sequence, in order of rank.
Case I is out of sequence in the table, since it is the full set, and Case
II is not a proper member of the sequence but was included because of its
similarity to Reg. Guide 1.99.

Tables HEDL-4 and -5 show that statistically derived "best values" for co-

efficients depend upon the choice of the " relevant" elements. This is quite
obvious from comparison of the molybdenum coefficient as found in Case IV

with that found in Case VIII. This phenomenon occurs because the alloys

were not specifically designed to procuce data which would generate partial
derivatives. Such design would rr. quire varying the composition of each
element (vs. iron) individually, with the other compositions held constant.
In the available alloys, certain pairs of elements vary in composition in

coordinated patterns which may be accidental or the result of metallurgical
facts. In the assumed linear relation between composition and temperature

shift, deletion of one member of a pair whose occurrence is correlated would
change the value of the coefficient of the remaining pair member. In the

statistical analysis, this phenomenon appears as a significant absolute
value for the covariance term in the more complete case with both elements

present. Since the values of the par 6 meters depend on the choice of vari-
ables, decisions must be made as to what constitutes a reasonable set of
independent variables. Keeping all available parameters in the equation is
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not necessarily the best choice, as this would increase the computation in
implementa' ion of the procedure of predicting temperature shifts. It also

reduces the excess of the number of data points over the number of parameters
(called degrees of freedom). For elements that do not control the tempera-

ture shif t, the inclusion of unr. ceded parameters slightly reduces the reli-
ability of the final formula.

Examination of the last two rows of Table HEDL-4 shows that going from Case I
to Case VIII has not materially increased the sums of squares of residuals,
while actually decreasing the square root of the sum of squares of residuals
per degree of freedom. This last item measures scatter on a basis of root
mean-square deviation per excess data point and is the standard deviation of
the fit to the data. " Excess data point" means the excess above the minimum

number needed to determine a set of values for the coefficients. Judging by
the values in the last two rows of Table HEDL-4, Cu and P do not constitute

an ideal set of independent chemical variables for analyzing the Biemiller
data. On the other hand, the set in Case VIII seems excellent. The compara-

tively low value of 30,270 for the total of the sum of squares of residuals
indicates a good fit to data, while the comparatively low value in the last
row indicates that the fit has been achieved by use of meaningful variables.
In going from Case VIII to Case IX, the addition of C to the set of elements
reduces the sum of the squares of the residuals but increases the standard

devi ati on. Therefore, it is ouvious that the optimum set of parameters is
no larger than the one shown in Case VIII, for the given input data.

When sampling from a normally distributed population, it is possible to
calculate a number

[ y.- u }2"
2

Z =r 1," i=1 o

. 6
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by randomly choosing n population members at random. If p is unknown, a
2similar Z can be calculated using n + 1 members and applying the formula

2
Z ,7 y$ -y)2

" i=1 o

where j' is the average value of dependent variable for the n + 1 members
2chosen. The value of Z will change from one statistical sampling experiment

to another and will have a probability distribution varying smoothly from zero
to infinity and peaked near Z2 = n. This is called a Chi-squared distribu-

2tion of degree n. Independently constructing Z values with n and m members
2 2from two populations, and taking the ratio (Z /n)/(Z /m) produces a number
n

"F" which is randomly distributed and peaked near unity. The shape of the

distribution depends on n and m, and the distribution is called an "F"

distribution of n and m, written as F(n,m). It is possible to test for the

significance of added parameters in a linear expression using formulas
involving the F statistic. Basically, the idea behind the formula is the

following: When an additional paramet 'r is added, the degrees of freedom
factor is decreased by unity, so the sim oation is similar to losing a data
point, or reducing n by unity in constructing a Chi-square number. If the

added parameter is really significant, the value of Chi-square per degrees
of freedom should show a noticeable shift. What constitutes a noticeable
shift depends on the magnitude of Chi-square per degree of freedom. That

is, the ratio of the shif t to the value should be large enough to be improb-
able. An F test based on logic somewhat similar to that given above is
suggested by Mendenhall and Schaefer.(6) These authors state that for two
different parameter levels, the statistic

G _ (SSE1-SSE2) DF

SSE2 Delta P

has a distribution of the F (aP,DF) type. In the formula above, SSE1 is the

sum of the squares of the errors for the data-fitting with the smaller number
of parameters, and SSE2 is the similar term for the more complex fitting
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rou ti ne. Delta P is the increase in number of parameters, and DF is the num-
ber of degrees of freedom (excess of data points over parameters) in the com-
plex case. If the auditional parameters are significant, the number G should
be improbably large and should fall in the upper tail of the F distribution.
This recipe has been used to test the significance of added parameters in
several cases. The results are shown in Table HEDL-6.

TABLE HEDL-6

F TEST - SIGNIFICANCE OF ADDED PARAMETERS

Elements (or additive constaat) Parameters Added Confidence Level
Assumed Relevant in Fit With for Additional that Change is
Reduced Number of Parameters Elements Significant

Constant Cu, Mo. P 87.7%

Ci stant Cu, Mo, P Mn 99.59%i

Constant Cu, Ma, P, Mn Ni 97.04%

Constant Cu, Mo, P, Mn, Ni Cr 89.04%

Constant Cu, Mo,'P, Mn, Ni, Cr V 74.18%

It appears from Table HEDL-6 that there is justification for choosing the set
of elements used in Case VIII (the most complete set shown in Table HEDL-6)
over the sets having smaller numbers of parameters.

A computer program has been written to diagonalize the covariance matrix for
the embrittlement problem. That is, the program finds psue M-elements whose
concentrations are linear combinations of the actual elements, such that the
pseudo-elements have independent embrittlement coefficients.

The linear combinations, the embrittlement coefficients, and the variance of
the coefficients are shown in Tables HEDL-7 and -8.

7 0"
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TABLE HEDL-7

LINEAR COMBINATIONS OF CONCENTRATIONS OF ELEMENTS RESULTING
IN A DIAGONALIZED C0 VARIANCE MATRIX

Combination
Linear
Ccmbination
Designation C Mn P S Si Ni Cr Mo Cu V CN

LC1 .06 .00 .99 .08 .00 .00 .00 .01 .01 .11 .02
LC2 .12 .01 .13 .16 .32 .00 .00 .04 .00 .97 .04
LC3 .27 .02 .04 .95 .03 .01 .02 .02 .01 .12 .08
LC4 .92 .04 .06 .26 .10 .03 . G .' .02 - 00 .17 .21.

LC5 .14 .12 .01 .01 .17 .03 .16 .74 .13 .04 .58
LC6 .00 .06 .01 .01 .03 .07 .08 .14 .98 .00 .00
LC7 .08 .13 .00 .00 .97 .04 .06 .17 .06 .00 .06
LC8 .19 .54 .00 .02 .01 .09 .23 .52 .05 .01 .58
LC9 .05 .46 .00 .00 .03 .86 .05 .12 .02 .00 .19
LC10 .05 .44 .00 .01 .00 .23 .83 .11 .09 .01 .21
LC11 .04 .51 .00 .01 .15 .45 47 .31 07 .01 .44

In Table HEDL-7, the expressior, f or LC1 is given by LC1 = .06C + .00 Mn .99P.

+ .02 and similarly for the other linear combinatic ,. The elementel

symbols represent the chemical concentration in weight per cent (not weight

decimal fraction) and CN is the constant to be added. The embrittlement

coefficients and variances are shown in Table HEDL-8. All off-diagonal

covariances are zero.

From the information in Tables HEDL-7 and -8 it is possible to construct a
formula similar to Eq (1), where the Charpy temperature shif t is given by

A(NDTT) = LCl* (LC1 Coeff. from Table HEDL-VII)

+ LC2* (LC2 Coeff. f rom Table HEDL-VII)
+ etc. (2)

From Table; htbu-7 and -8 we see that the Biemiller data has Ni, Cr, and 'in

strongly entanglrd. This is much the same information that can be derived
from a correlation matrix, but is a different way of displaying it,

b' l b 34
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TABLE HEDL-8

EMBRITTLEMENT COEFFICIENTS AND VARIANCES Fg9R DECOUPLED COMBINATIONSOF ELEMENTS, FOR AN IRRADIATION TO 3 x 10
n/cm2 (E>1.0 MeV)

Charpy Shift
Linear Embrittlement Coeff.
Combination OC/(unit value of LC) Variance

,
LC1 .3994E + 04 .2912E + 07
LC2 .8354E + 03 .2110E + 06
LC3 .1225E + 02 .8833E + 05 '

LC4 .6496E + 02 .3931E + 05
;

LCS .2686E + 03 .1010E + 05
LC6 .4067E + 03 .3135E + 04 5

LC7 .2319E + 02 .2474E + 04
LC8

_

.3744E + O2 .1294E + 04 -

LC9 .2938E + 02 .8981E + 02
r

LC10 .5935E + 02 .3831E + 02
LC11 .4470E + 02 .6613E + 01 -

-

.

The covariance matrix of the coefficients of Case VIII is given in Table

HEDL-9, using Mn, P, Ni, Jr, Mo, Cu, and V as relevant elements, and assuming ,

that the best values of the coefficients are those shown for Case VIII in
Table HEDL-4. The significance of the covariance matrix is that the square

-

of the uncertainty in the temperature shif t for a 3 x 1019
n/cm2 (E>1.0 MeV)is given by

-

ir2= E E
A" C"* A ~

L
^(a(NDTT))

* " *
-

_

In the fomula above, 2 is the square of the uncertainty
^(a(NDTT))

=

_

C-
c

3\3 r
-

1
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in the temperature shift, and A , A , etc., are the weight per cent concen-y 2

trations of the chemical elements, C are the mathematical elements innm

the covariance matrix, and the summation is taken over the adjustable
coefficients including the additive constant. The " weight per cent," "A,"
for the constant term is to be taken as unity in applying the formula.

Table HEDL-10 shows a correlation matrix constructed for Case I of Table IV.
From the correlation matrix it appears that the data are such that the
coefficient for Mo is not independent of the coefficients for Cr, Ni, and Mn.
This interdependente also shows in Table VII, which gives the particular
linear combinations of elements that can be used to diagonalize the covari-
ance matrix for Case I. None of the linear combinations shows Mo as a
clearly dominant constituent. This phenomenon is due to correlations between

Mo concentrations and other elemental concentrations in thn available data.

19For an irradiation to a fluence other than 3 x 10 n/cm2 (E>1.0 MeV), the

fonnulas in this report can be used to predict the nil ductility shift as
foll ws. (1) Use the coefficients of Case VIII together with the known chem-
istry of the specimen of interest to predict the nil ductility temperature

19
shift at 3 x 10 n/cm2 (E>1.0 MeV). (2) Correct the previous value by multi-
plying by (Ot/3 x 1019)0.43. where Ot is expressed in units of n/cm2

(E>1.0 MeV).

,
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TABLE HEDL-9

COVARIANCE MATRIX FOR SET OF EMBRITTLEMENT PARAMETERS FOR THE ELEMENT SET

SHOWN, FOR THE BIEMILLER AND BYRNE DATA EXPRESSED IN C AND WEIGHT PER CENT.

Mn P Ni Cr Mo Cu V Constant

Mn .6167E+03 .5350E+04 .9587E+02 .4352E+02 .6162E+03 .1026E+02 .5828E+03 .1117E+04

P .1787E+07 .1362 E+04 .2022E+04 .1999E+05 .1096E+05 .8562E '5 .2094E+05

Ni .1036E+03 .4730E+02 .2305E+03 .1693E+03 .1265E+03 .3040E+03

Cr .2917E+03 .1118E+04 .6330E*02 .2875E+03 .5881E+03

Mo .5784E+04 .3536E+03 .7766E+04 .3853E+04

Cu . 3004 E+04 .1574E+03 .4897E+03
=

V .1744E+06 .3440E+04 }

Constant .3864E+04 E;

m
#

t]-

rs)
M

.

,
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TABLE HEDL-10
.

CORRELATION MATRIX FOR THE EMBRITTLEMENT PARAMETERS FOR THE FULL SET OF

TEN ELEMENTS PLUS AN ADDITIVE CONSTANT; CASE I, USING DATA 0F

BIEMILLER AND BYRNE

C Mn P S Si Ni Cr Mo Cu V CNST.

C 1.00 .30 .43 .05 .37 .56 .40 .05. .11 - 36 .66.

Mn .30 1.00 .03 .07 .11 .46 .05 .30 .04 .!3 .69

P .43 .03 1.00 .38 .08 .32 .09 .23 .18 .35 .43

S .05 .07 .38 1.00 .01 .06 .11 .18 .01 .26 .08

Si .37 .11 .08 .01 1.00 .13 .18 .22 .02 .18 .45

Ni .55 .46 .32 .06 .13 1.00 .05 .25 .32 .22 .63

Cr .40 .05 .09 .11 .18 .05 1.00 .77 .02 .12 .16

Mo .05 .30 .23 .18 .22 .25 .77 1.00 .09 .29 .65

Cu .11 .04 .18 .01 .02 .32 .02 .09 -1.00 .04 .04

V .36 .13 .36 .28 .18 .22 .12 .29 .04 1.00 .34

CNST. .66 .69 .43 .08 .45 .63 .16 .65 .04 .34 1.00

3' N |b0
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Expected Accomplishments in the next reporting period

At some time in the future additional data will be an,1yzed and the expres-
sion for the shift in nil ductility temperature will be enlarged to include
terms involving products of concentrations of elements, as well as concentra-
tions to the first power.
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1. G. L. Guthrie and F. M. Be ting, "The eft r.ct of Minor Elements on the
Irradiation Sensitivity of Weld Metal," --LWR Pressure Vessel Irmdia-
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Richland, WA.
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Composition on the Irradiation <ensitivity of Reactor Vessel Weld Metal,"
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4. Regulatory Guide 1.99, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
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A. POOL CRITICAL ASSEMBLY PRESSURE VESSEL WALL BENCHMARK FACILITY
(PCA-PVF)

J. H. Swanks
L. P. Pugh

Objective

To design, fabricate, install, checkout, and operate the PCA-PVF.

Summary

Design, fabrication, and preparation are continuing to prepare the PCA-
PVF for dosimetry experiments.

Accomplishments and Status

Design work performed this quarter for the Pool Critical Assembly (PCA)
facility has been to accommodate changes and/or additions requested by

experimenters. Included are designs of free-field measurement facili-

ties, Lucite follower plugs for experiment tubes, a fission chamber

tube for run-to-run normalization, a lead thermal shield, and core map-

ping rigs. Analyses and documentation of the adequacy of the structur-
al capabilities of the PCA experiment facility with the stainless steel

thermal shield and of the BSR pool floor were completed by General En-

gineering.

Fabrication of most of the major facility components has been completed
during this reporting period. The pressure vessel simulator and dosim-
etry capsule were procured rough cut from the steel supplier to save
considerable time and machining costs.

Preparation of the PCA for the experiment program was begun this quar-

ter. The core c. control rods were moved two rows southward to posi-

tion them in their most so' thward position (thus, adjacent to the

-
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CRNL-4

aluminum window simulator of the experiment rig). Additional end box
adapters were fabricated to provide flexibility in loading Pool Critical
Assembly (PCA), Bulk Shielding Reactor (BSR), and Oak Ridge Research Re-
actor (0RR) core components in any core position. Gamma dose rates were

measured in water as a function of distance from the reactor face to as-
sist experimenters ia planning for their measurements. A number of pos-

sible core configurations were assembled to determine their suitability
for the experiment program. Core number 238 (Figure ORNL-1) was most

desirable. It provides four-quadrant symmetry with the rods withdrawn
approximately nineteen inches. The Exoeriment Review Questionnaire
has been completed and approved.

The Quality Assurance Program Plan (QAPP) has been completed and approved

by Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) management.

Exoected Accomolishments

The fabrication, installation, and checkout of the PCA-PVF will be com-

pleted by the end of the current reporting period. The facility will

then be ready for dosimetry experiments.

. #1
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ORNL-5

POOL CRITICAL ASSEMBLY
Core Loading No. 238

1 ' 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
_

AXA 140 140 140 140 140C

1 3
B 140 g 149 y 149

C 140 200 133 200 140

2 RR
D 140 g 149 g 14g

[C 140 140 140 140 140
E

F

G

CRITICAL MASS: 3,336.010

ROD POSITIONS: No. 1 Safety- 19

No. 2 Safety: 19

No. 3 Safety: 19

Regulating Rod: 15.13
.

FIGURE ORNL-1. Pool Critical Assembly Core Loading No. 238
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ORNL- 7

B. 0AK RIDGE RESEARCH REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL WALL BENCHMARK FACILITY
(ORR-PVF)

J. H. Swanks
L. P. Pugh

Objective

To design, fabricate, install, and check out the ORR-PVF.

Summary

Assembly, layout wurk, and detailed design of the ORR experirent facil-
ity are 85% complete. Engineering drawings are ready to be checked.

Accomplishments and Status

Assembly and layout work and detailed design of the ORR experiment fa-
cility are 855 complete. The engineering drawings are ready to be
checked. The major component still to be designed is the drive mecha-
nism for the pressure vessel simulator. Evaluation of possible concepts
is progressing. General Engineering has completed and documented their

structural and thernal analyses of the experiment facility. Structural
capabilities of the window shelf are adequate to support the experiment
structure.

The Quality Assurance Program Plan (QAPP) has been completed and approved
by Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) management.

Exoected Accomolishments

The assembly, layout work, and detailed design of the ORR experiment
facility will be completed by the end of the next reporting period. The

engineering drawings will be chrcked and fabrication initiated.

5}$ k
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C. DESIGN SUPPORi CALCULATIONS

L. F. Miller

F. B. K. Kam

Objec ti ve

Additional design support neutron transport calculations have been per-
formed in order to evaluate two design alternatives:

1. sandwiching the test specimens between copper plates;
and

2. placing a set of test specimens directly behind the
thermal shield.

Summary

Changes in spatial and spectral characteristics of the neutron flux in
the pres.,Je vessel simulator are relatively small; consequently, these
two design alternatives cre considered admissible. The results and
analysis of these calculations (cases 10 through 12) are presented here-
in.

Accomolishments and Status

Most of the design support calculations have been reported in previous
quarterly reports. In particular, the two-dimensional calculations were
reported in the October through December 1977 quarterly report, and nine
one-dime'isional calculations (cases 1 through 9) were reported in the
January through March 1978 quarterly report. Three additional one-di-
mensional calculations , cases 10 through 12) are reported herein, and
cross-section sets are being prepared for two additional one-dimension-
al calculations (caser 13 through 14).

An illustra c hn of the composition and geometry of the reference case
(case 1) ole-dimensiontl calculation is given in Figure ORNL-1. The

51S 245
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ORNL-10

group structure for all cases is given in Table CRNL-1. Results per-
taining to placing one-eighth inch copper plates on each side of the

three sets of test specimens (cases 10 and 11) are given in Tables
ORNL-2-5. The effect of placing a row of test specimens immediately
behind the thermal shield (a comparison between cases 1 and 12) is il-
lustrated in Tables ORNL-6 and -7. A description of the geometry for

cases 10, 11, and 12 is given in Tables CRNL-8-10.

Ce.ses 10 and 11 have the same mesh interval specification; this allows
for placing an arbitrary material, one-eighth inch thick, on each side
of the three sets of test specimens. Case 10 is '.he reference calcul+
tion with iron for the entire pressure v.ssel simulator, and case 11

includes the six copper regions specifi d. :,pectra for these two cases,e

at three locations, are given in Tab'es ORNL-2-4. Most of the group

fluxes change very little; however, one changes by seven per cent. On
the other hand, it may be noted from Table ORNL-5 that maximum change
in the fast flux is about two per cent. Since fast flux is closely re-

lated to the function of interest (i.e., the damage function), it is con-
cluded that the inclusion of tk six copper plates is acceptable from

a neutronics pr int of view. Also, it i; expected that the plates will be

one-sixteenth of an inch thick rather than one-eighth inch since the one-

sixteenth inch plate provides for adequate temperature flattening.

It is expected that a set of test specinens will be placed directly be-

hind the thermal shield. Case 12 differs from case 1 by making the
thermal shield 3.81 cm thicker (i.e. , 9.81 cm thick) and replacing 3.81
cn of water between the thermal snield and pressure vessel simulator

(c.f. Table ORNL-10). It may be noted from Table ORNL-6 that the spectral
differences between cases 1 and 12 are significant. However, the differ-

ences in the fast flux, given by Table ORNL-7, at several locations in the
pressure vessel simulator, are less than two per cent. Smaller spectral
changes would be observed if iron replaces water in front of the thermal
shield. This conclusion is supported by comparison of cases 1 and 4. Al-

though the spectral effect is significant and is of some concern, an integral

II b\1 -
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quantity of interest, the fast flux, does not change significantly.
Thus, this change is also considered acceptable from neutronic consid-
erations.

Expected Accomplishments

Two additional calculations are in progress:

1. to determine the effect of replacing the thermal
shield with lead; and

2. to evaluate the effect of poisoning the core Nith
boron to achieve a critical system.

Replacement of the thermal snield with lead will reduce the gamma-to-
neutron ratio (y/n); a smaller y/n ratio is needed to make spectral
measurements beyond the thermal shield in the Pool Critical Assembly
(PCA) experiment. Poisoning the core will provide information on the
importance of thermal self shielding and fission products in the core
model.

alb 24/
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REFLECTED BOUNDARY
0

CORE: AL - 0.02339 ATOMS / BARN. CM
H - 0.04048
0 - 0.02024

235U - 1.2853 x 10"4
23au - 8.997 x 106

26.67

28.89

WATER

40.89 ,

IRON THERMAL SHIELD46.89

WATER

59.89

PRESSURE VESSEL SIMULATOR - IRON

82.37

CAVITY - VOID

112.37

WATER

142.37
WHITE BOUNDARY

FIGURE ORNL-2. Reference Case for 1-D Neutron Design Calculations
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TABLE ORNL-1

Energy and Lethargy Boundaries for Following Spectra Tables

Group Lower Lethargy Upper Energy
Number Bounda ry aU- Bo un dary(i) (UL) (ey)4

1 -6.93147 E-l 1.134135 2.000 E+7
2 ".40988 E-l 0.292981 6.434 E+6
3 7.33969 E-1 0.470001 4.800 E+6
4 1.20397 0.2425 3.000 E+6
5 1.44647 0.55158 2.354 E+6
6 1.99805 0.50299 1.356 E+6
7 2.50104 0.49565 8.200 E+5
8 2.99669 0.41456 4.9952 E+5
9 3,41125 0.78846 3.300 E+5

10 4.19971 0.40546 1.500 E+5
11 4.60517 1.44922 1.000 E+5
12 6.04539 5.26871 1.300 E+4
13 1.13141 E+1 4.1834 1.220 E+2
14 1.54975 E+1 1.2184 1.860 E+0
15 1.67159 E+1 10.9151 5.500 E-1

2.76310 E+1 1.000 E-5

3|b 249
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TABLE ORNL-2

Comparison of Spectra from a Reference Calculation (Case 10) and a Calculation with the Test Specimens
Sandwiched Between Copper Plates (Case 11;: the Location is at the First Plate Midpoint

(interval 52, r = 59.7337)

N
Group t au y 4 aU Ratio of Group Fluxesjf 7
Nu er i=1 Case 10/ Case 11

Case 10 Case 11 Case 10 Case 11

1 5.666 E-5 5.657 E-5 5.GGG E-5 5.657 E-5 1.001

2 4.564 E-5 4.528 E-5 1.023 E-4 1.018 E-4 1.007

3 8.154 E-5 7.994 E-5 1.838 E-4 1.818 E-4 1.020

4 7.059 E-5 6.852 E-5 2.544 E-4 2.503 E-4 1.030 y
'-

5 1.561 E-4 1.509 E-4 4.105 E-4 4.012 E-4 1.034

6 1.391 E-4 1.396 E-4 5.497 E-4 5.408 E-4 0.9964

7 1.597 E-4 1.614 E-4 7.094 E-4 7.022 E-4 0.9894

8 1.025 E-4 1.038 E-4 8.118 E-4 8.060 E-4 0.9874

9 1.571 E-4 1.605 E-4 9.689 E-4 9.665 E-4 0.9788

10 6.166 E-5 6.222 E-5 1.031 E-3 1.029 E-3 0.9909

11 2.058 E-4 1.951 E-4 1.236 E-3 1.224 E-3 1.054
ui

", 12 3.131 E-4 2.945 E-4 1.549 E-3 1. 518 E-3 1.063
u

13 2.864 E-4 2.772 E-4 1.836 E-3 1.796 E-3 1.033

14 8.475 E-5 8.164 E-5 1.921 E-3 1.877 E-3 1.038,y

LJ' 15 1.300 E-3 1.114 E-3 3.220 E-3 3.021 E-3 1.136
CD

.



TABLE ORNL-3

Comparison of Spectra from a Reference Calculation (Case 10) and a Calculation with the Test Specimens
Sandwiched Between Copper Plates (Case 11): the Location is at the Third Plate Midpoint

(interval 60, r = 64.337 cm)

P * *
.

Ratio of Group Fluxesumb r t=1
Case 10 Case 11 Case 10 Case 11__

Case 10/ Case 11(*- )

1 2.400 E-5 2.377 E-5 2.400 E-5 2.377 E-5 1.009

2 1.966 E-5 1.935 E-5 4.367 E-5 4.313 E-5 1.016

3 3.839 E-5 3.715 E-5 8.?06 E-5 8.027 E-5 1.033

4 3.806 E-5 3.629 E-5 1.201 E-4 1.166 E-4 1.048 y
5 1.080 E-4 1.022 E-4 2.281 E-4 2.188 E-4 1.056 7

N6 1.291 E-4 1.272 E-4 3.572 E-4 3.460 E-4 1.014

7 1.815 E-4 1.823 E-4 5.387 E-4 5.282 E-4 0.9956

8 1.334 E-4 1.337 E-4 6.720 E-4 6.619 E-4 0.9977

9 2.020 E-4 2.074 E-4 8.740 E-4 8.693 E-4 0.9739

10 8.119 E-5 8.228 E-5 9.552 E-4 9.516 E-4 0.9867

11 2.786 E-4 2.393 E-4 1.234 E-3 1.191 E-3 1.164

12 1.812 E-4 1.569 E-4 1.415 E-3 1.348 E-3 1.154

13 ~.504 E-4 1. 391 E-4 1.565 E-3 1.487 E-3 1.081

[ 14 M582 E-5 2.373 E-5 1.591 E-3 1.511 E-3 1.088

tr 15 5.798 E-5 4.714 E-5 1.649 E-3 1.558 E-3 1.229

r e
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TABLE ORNL-4

Comparison of Spectra from a Reference Calculation (Case 10) and a Calculation with tne Test Specimens
Sandwiched Between Copper Plates (Case ll): the Location is at the Third Plate Midpoint

(intei .al 70, r = 69.9572 cm)

Group ; AU $ t.U7 L
Number Ratio of Group Fluxes

L=1(i) Case 10/ Case 11
Case 10 Case 1T Case 10 Case il

1 8.383 E-6 8.243 E-6 8.383 E-6 8.243 E-6 1.017
2 6.704 E-6 6.550 E-6 1.509 E-5 1.479 E-5 1.023
3 1.401 E-5 1.344 E-5 2.910 E-5 2.823 E-5 1.042
4 1.512 E-5 1.427 E-5 4.422 E-5 4.250 E-5 1.059 o
5 5.222 E-5 4.879 E-5 9.644 E-5 9.129 E-5 1.070 h
6 8.269 E-5 8.009 E-5 1.791 E-4 1.714 E-4 1.032 h
7 1.423 E-4 1.409 E-4 3.214 E-4 3.123 E-4 1.009
8 1.170 E-4 1.152 E-4 4.384 E-4 4.275 E-4 1. 01 5

9 1.856 E-4 1.884 E-4 6.241 E-4 6.159 E-4 0.9851
10 7.724 E-5 7.760 E-5 7.013 E-4 6.935 E-4 0.9953
11 2.768 E-4 2.315 E-4 9.781 E-4 9.250 E-4 1.195
12 1.088 E-4 9.368 E-5 1.087 E-3 1.019 E-3 1.161

-

U-
13 7.672 E-5 6.781 E-5 1.164 E-3 1.086 E-3 1.131
14 9.913 E-6 8.611 E-o 1.174 E-3 1.095 E-3 1.151g

' 15 3.054 E-6 2.339 E-6 1.177 E-3 1.097 E-3 1.305

_
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TABLE ORNL-5

Fast Flux,# Total Flux,6 and Fast Flux Normalized to the Pressure Ves-
sel Surface at Selected Penetration Distances into the Pressure

Vessel Simulator: Case 10 is the Reference Calculation
and Case 11 has Copper Plates on Each Side of

the Test Specimens

Interval Penetration Distance From Fast Flux
Number Distance Center Line _ Case 10 Case 11

52 0.1587 59.733 1.031 E-3 1.029 E-3
60 4.7625 64.337 9.552 E-4 9.516 E-4
70 10.382 69.957 7.013 E-4 6.935 E-4

Total Flux Interval Normalized Fast Flux
Case 10 Case 11 Number Case 10 Case 11

3.220 E-3 3.021 E-3 52 1.0 1.0

1.649 E-3 1.558 E-3 60 0.9264 0.9247

1.177 E-3 1.097 E-3 70 0.6802 0.6739

" ' 10
#'I i L

L;l
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TABLE ORNL-6

Comparison of Spectra from a Reference Calculation (Case 1) and a Calculation With Test
Specimens Directly Behind the Thermal Shield (Case 12): the Location is at 1/4-T

(interval 61, 6.369 cm penetration into vessel'

.IU"P. *Lau /aV t aU
, .

g L (Normalized) i i (Unnormalized) Ratio of Group Fluxes
""""' i=1 Case 1/ Case 12
I) ~

Case 12 Case 1 Case 12Case 1

1 1.079 E-2 6.591 E-3 1.726 E-5 1.217 E-5 1.418

2 3.384 E-2 2.170 E-2 3.124 E-5 2.252 E-5 1.350

3 4.185 E-2 2.945 E-2 5.897 E-5 4.505 E-5 1.230

4 8.226 E-2 6.202 E-2 8.715 E-5 6.954 E-5 1.150 P
5 1.091 E-1 8.971 E-2 1.720 E-4 1.501 E-4 1.054 f
6 1.555 E-1 1.378 E-1 2.823 E-4 2.629 E-4 0.9778 5

7 2.351 E-1 2.219 E-1 4.467 E-4 4.420 E-4 0.9184

8 2.140 E-1 2.034 E-1 5.720 E-4 5.793 E-4 0.9126

9 1.725 E-1 1.682 E-1 7.636 E-4 7.950 E-4 0.8878

10 1.362 E-1 1.348 E-1 u.414 E-4 8.840 E-4 0.8738

11 9.382 E-2 1.366 E-1 1.111 E-3 1.204 E-3 0.8429

12 2.208 E-2 2.319 E-2 1.257 E-3 1.403 E-3 0.7310

0- 13 1.956 E-2 2.479 E-2 1.372 E-3 1.572 E-3 0.682

h 14 1.028 E-2 1.335 E-2 1.390 E-3 1.599 E-3 0.6666

15 1.311 E-3 1.679 E-3 1.432 E-2 1.628 E-3 0.6766
t>
LD
>
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TABLE ORNL-7

Fast Flux," Total Flux,6 and Fast Flux Normalized to the Pressure Ves-
sel Surface at Selected Penetration Distances into the Pressure

Vessel: Results are for a Reference Calculation (Case 1)
and for a Calculation with Test Specimens Directly

Behind the Thermal Shield (Case 12)

Interval Penetration Distance From Fast Flux
Number Distance Center Line Case 1 Case 12

53 0.3746 60.2671 9.896 E-4 1.051 E-3

61 6.369 66.2615 8.414 E-4 8.840 E-4

68 11.6141 71.5066 6.092 E-4 6.358 E-4

Total Flux Interval Normalized Fast Flux
Case 1 Case i2 Number Case 1 Case 12

2.867 E-3 3.800 E-3 53 1.0 1.0

1.410 E-3 1.628 E-3 61 0.8502 0.8411

1.023 E-3 1.139 E-3 68 0.6156 0.6049

-

a ' 10 *iau[ g
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TABLE ORNL-8

Case Number 1C
One-Dimensional XSDRN Calculations

ta - Radii WidthZone Zone Description Mate rial
De t

I Core H 4.048 E-2 0.0 26.67
0 2.024 E-2
Al 2.339 E-2

23:U 1.285 E-3
23eV 8.997 E-6

11 Aluminum Widnow Al 6.030 E-2 26.67 2.225

III Primary Window H 6.680 E-2 28.8925 12.00
Coolant 3.340 E-2

IV Thermal Shield Fe 8.480 E-2 40.8925 6.
C

Mn

Si
Cr
Ni

V Primary Watar H 6.680 E-2 46.8925 12.6825
Coolant 0

VI Copper Plate Fe 8.480 E-2 59.5750 0.3175
(position)

VII Test Specimen Fe 8.480 E-2 59.8925 2.032

VIII Copper Plate Fe 8.480 E-2 61.9245 0.3175
(position)

IX Pressure Vessel Fe 8.480 E-2 62.2420 1.9367

X Copper Plate Fe 8.480 E-2 64.1787 0.3175
(position)

XI Test Specimen Fe 8.480 E-2 64.4962 2.032

XII Copper Plate Fe 8.480 E-2 66.5282 0.3175
(position)

XIII Pressure Vessel Fe 8.480 E-2 66.8457 2.9528

XIV Copper Plate Fe 8.480 E-2 69.7985 0.3175
(pos:tian)

XV Test Specimen Fe 8.480 E-2 70.1160 2.032

XVI Copper Plate Fe 8.480 E-2 72.1480 0.3175
(position)

XVII Pressure Vessel Fe 8.480 E-2 72.4655 9.906

XVIII Cavity Void 1.000 E-10 82.3715 30.

XIX Water H 6.68 E-2 112.371 30. ,g'D0 3.34 E-2 3 { 'g
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TABLE ORNL-9

Case Number 11
One-Dimensional XSDRN Calculations

^f"ff~tZone Zone Description Material Raa;i Width

I Core H 4.048 E-2 0.0 26.67
0 2.024 E-2
Al 2.339 E-2

235U 1.285 E-3
23e0 8.997 E-6

II Aluminum Window Al 6.030 E-2 26.67 2.225

III Primary Water H 6.680 E-2 28.8925 12.00
Coolant 0 3.340 E-2

IV Thurmal Shield Fe 8.480 E-2 40.8925 6.
C

Mn

Si
Cr
Ni

V Primary Water H 6.680 E-2 46.8925 12.6825
Coolant 0

VI Copper Plate Cu 8.493 E-2 59.57c' O.3175

VII Test Specimen Fe 8.480 E-2 5 9. 89.~ 2.032
VIII Copper Plate Cu 8.493 E-2 61.9245 0. 317 ~

IX Pressure Vessel Fe 8.480 E-2 62.2420 1.9367
X Copper Flate Cu 8.493 E-2 64.1787 0.3175

XI Test Specinen Fe 8.480 E-2 64.4962 2.032
XII Copper Plate Cu o.400 E-2 66.5282 0.3175

XIII Pressure Vessel Fe 8.480 E-2 66.8457 2.9528
XIV Copper Plate Cu 8.493 E-2 69.7985 0.3175

XV Test Specimen Fe 8.480 E-2 70.1160 2.032
XVI Copper Plate Cu 3.493 E-2 72.1480 0.3175
XVII Pressure Vessel Fe 8.480 E-2 72.4655 9.906
XVIII Ca vi ty Void 1.000 E-10 82.3715 30.

XIX Water H 6.68 E-2 112.371 30.
0 3.34 E-2
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TABLE ORNL-10

Case Number 12
One-Dimensional XSDRN Calculations

^tm -m
Zone Zone Description Material Radii Width

e

I Core H 4.048 E-2 0.0 26.67
0 2.024 E-2
Al 2.339 E-2

235U l.2853 E-4
238U 8.997 E-6

II Aluminum Window Al 6.030 E-2 26.67 2.2225

III Primary Water H 6.680 E-2 28.8925 12.00
Coolant 0 3.340 E-2

IV Thermal Shield Fe 8.480 E-2 40.8925 9.81
C

Mn

Si
Cr
Ni

V Primary H 6.680 E-2 50.7025 9.19
Water Coolant 0 3.340 E-2

VI Pressure Vessel Fe 8.480 E-2 59.8925 22.479

VII Cavity Void 1.000 E-10 32.3715 30.00

VIII Water H 6.680 E-2 112.3715 30.00
0 3.340 E-2

142.3715
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D. INSTRUMENTED IRRADIATION CAPSULE (IIC)

J. A. Conlin
I. Siman-Tov

Objective

To design, fabricate, install, checkout, and maintain the IIC.

Summa ry

The drawings of the capsule representing the pressure vessel are about
50% complete. A two-dinensional heat transfer model of the entire pres-
sure vessel capsule has been developed. A two-dimensional model of the
surveillance specimen capsule was also developed. The detailed design

of the pressure vessel capsule containment is nearing completion. The

heater plate design has been modified.

Accomplishments and Status

Introduction

The pressure vessel steel Oak Ridge Research Reactor (ORR) capsule is
designed to provide a direct comparison of the radiation dauage to Pres-
surized Water Reactor (PWR) pressure vessel surveillance specimens to
that of the ictual pressure vessel. PWRs contain surveillance specimens

located between the stainless steel thermal shield and the pressure ves-

sel.

This irradiation experiment consists of two capsules. One, the Surveil-

lance Specimen Capsule (SSC), represents the surveillance specimens of
a PWR and the other, the pressure vessel capsule (PVC), the reactor
pressure vessel. The experiment is to be irradiated in the ORR poolside

315 159
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f a ci l i ty. The facility will crntain a mockup of a thermal shield 2 '" -

27" x 6 cm thick and an 8.85 in thick section of s t2el representing the

pressure vessel. Behind the simulated pressure vejsel will be an air-

filled-aluminum box representing the void or, the outside of a PWR vessel.
The surveillance specimen capsule will be mounted on the "auter" face of
the thermal shield and the pressure vessel capsule in a "U" shaped cut

out in the steel representing the pressure vessel. The surveillance
capsule will contain one region of charpie and compact tensile specimens.
The pressure vessel capsule will contain a similar set of specimens at
three regions; the inner face, a', the 1/4 thickness and at the 1/2 thick-
ness positions. Temperatures of all specimens are to be maintained at

283 C 10 C (550 F).

Capsule Design

The basic capsule design for the PVC remains the same as that described
in the previot qu .rterly report. The drawings of the capsule represent-

ing the pressure vessel are about 50% complete. Some minor modifications
have been made. The actual location of the s?ecimens relative to the ORR
core has been changed to increase the exposure dose. This has required
a new gamma heating calculation which models the new position of the
thermal shield, surveillance specimen capsule (SSC) and instrumented
pressure vessel capsule (PVC). These are one-dimensional calculations
and do not adequately model the effect of the surveillance specimen cap-
sule (SSC) since its aimensions are small enough to allow some three-

dimensional effects on the gama heat. For this reason, two cases will

be run; one with and one without the urveillance specimen capsule to

obtain the range of effect that the SSL could have on the gamma heating
in the PVC. The case with the SSC in p W e has been run; the other is

in progress. The results may require some minor modifications to the
thermal design, in particular the sizing of gas gaps.

A two-dimensional heat transfer model (Model V) of the entire PVC has been
developed (Figure ORNL-3). This model represents the entire capsule in
XZ geometry. (The model represents a capsule of infinite size in the

' ~
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horizontal direction parallel to the ORR window, Y direction.) This
model maps the heat flows between the three specimen regions and will
establish the final sizing of insulating gas gaps and electric heater

loads necessary to maintain the design temperature.

A two-dimensional model (XZ geometry) of the surveillance specimen cap-
sule (Figure ort 4L-4) was also developed using the newly-calculated gamma

heating rates and will be used to finalize the design of that capsule.

The SSC will consist of a single test specimen assembly clamped in a
steel frame sandwiched between two heater plate assemblies identical to
that of the PVC. There are to be no cooler plates since the capsule is
small enough such that internal cooling will not be required. The

specimen-heater assembly will be contained in a stainless steel box with
a 1/4 in. gas gap on top, bottom, ar both sides. The front and back

will be of 0.09 in. thick stainless plates through which the heat will
be transmitted to pool water. There will be a thermal barrier between
the specimen .1 eater assemt,1y and the front and back surfaces of the box.

This may be a gas gap similar to that of the PVC, or another form of
thermal barrier may be required. The heat flux through these sur# aces
is greater than in the PVC capsule and will require a smaller gas gap.
Tc] smali a gap may be difficult to maintain with sufficient accuracy

. er the large 15" x 15" surface.for proper temperature control <

The detailed design of the PVC containment is nearing completion. We

plan to build a prototype to verify assembiy techniques and to provide
a test vessel in which to evaluate the pe.cformance of prototype heater
and cooler plate assemblies.

A prototype cooler plate assembly was machined; however, improper ma-
chining techniques resulted in nonuniform gas gaps surrounding the
cooler tubes. A new cooler plate is to be f abricated. No real problems

are anticipated.
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The heater plate design has been modified. Previously, the heater plate
was to be a brazed assembly with the heaters in grooves in one steel
plate with a second plate covering the heaters and the entire assembly
brazed. A test braze assembly indicated a need for some brazing develop-
ment work if a satisfactory assembly were t; be had. The design has
been changed to avoid the need for brazing. The 1/16 in, sheathed heat-

ers will be placed in grooves and a copper strip driven in to lock the
heater in place and to ensure good heat transfer between the heater and
steel plate. This assembly technique has been satisfactorily demonstrat-
ed. The groove and heater wire patterns are illustrated in Figure ORNL-3.
These patterns are designed to minimize temperature edge effects due to
the somewhat lower ganrna heat at the edges and the heat losses f om the
capsule sides,

g

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ . _. .
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APPLICATION OF HELIUM ACCUMULATION FLUENCE MONITORS TO LIGHT WATER REACTOR

SURVEILLANCE

B. M. Oliver and Harry Farra! . ' .

Objectives _

1. Apply helium accumulation fluence monitors (HAFM's) to the surveillance
dosimetry of light water reactor systems.

2. Fabricate and test selected sets of HAFM's in LWR and benchmark neutron
environments.

3. Examine the feasibility of using helium buildup in pressure vessel materials
as a surveillance monitoring procedcrc.

4. Formulate ASTM recommended practices and procedures for HAFM's in light
water reactor systems.

Summary

Helium analyses have been completed on the boron and lithium HAFM's irradiated

in the Fission Cavity of the BR1 reactor at Mol, Belgium. Preliminary results of

these analyses are reported bere. These results have not yet, however, been
corrected for such factors as neutron self-shielding and flux gradients.

A total of 113 HAFM's have been fabricated and shipped to CEN/SCK for inclusion

in the cooperative LWR-PV steels test irradiation in the FRJ-1 and FRJ-2
reactors in JDlich, West Germany. The HAFM's will be irradiated in both core
and reflector locations, and the results will be compared with data from HEDL

and CEN/SCK dosimeters irradiated at the same locations.
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Accomplishments and Status

10 O
I. Helium Analysis of B and LiF HAFM's in the BR1 Fission Cavity

During the report period, helium concentration measurements have been
6 6completed on the 24 natural boron bare crystals, enriched LiF (19.1% Li)

10 10 ) HAFM capsules, and enriched Obare crystals, enriched B (93.0% 8 LiF HAFM

capsules irradiated in the Fission Cavity of the BR1 reactor at CEN/SCK in
Mol, Belgium. Funding for ten of these helium analyses (HAFM capsules) is
being provided by a HEDL contract, as part of the LWR Pressure Vessel Irradi-
ation Surveillance Dosimetry Program. This irradiation was conducted con-
currently with a similar irradiation of boror and lithium HAFM's in the Sigma
Sigma benchmark neutron field o' the BR1 reactor. Both irradiations, con-

ducted in cooperation with other laboratories participating in the Inter-
laboratory Reaction Rate (ILRR) program, are an integral part of Rockwell
International's overall program to demonstrate and develop the use of HAFM's
for atron dosimetry. The purpose of the irradiation was to measure the helium

10 O 235procaction cross section of B and Li in the U fission neutror, spectrum.
Preliminary results from approximately one-half of the samples were given
in the previous quarterly report.I

Preliminary results of the Fission Caviti helium analyses indicate average
He concentrations of 0.220 0.006 and 0.198 0.009 atomic parts per billion

10 6
10B-to OLi reaction(appb) for 8 and Li, respectively. This gives a

ratio of 1.11 1 0.06, which is somewhat higher than the ~1.0 value obtained
235using ENDF/B cross se: tion data, assuming a Maxwellian U fission neutron

spectrum. These results have not yet, however, been adjusted for small correction
factors such as neutron self-shielding and flux gradients. Additionally, only

a preliminary correction has been made for epithermal wall return background
neutrons, which contribute ~10% to the total helium production. This contri-
bution was measured by including additional HAFM's at two other locations in
the cavity away from the fission source. A detailed description of the Fission

Cavity irradiation, and complete results of the helium analysas a e being
2-4reported in DOE periodic and ILRR program reports, where other related

benchmark irradiation experiments are also discussed.
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II. FRJ-1 and FRJ-2 Dosimetry Experiment

A total of 11', HAFM's have been prepared and shipped to CEN/SCK for
inclusion in the cooperative LWR-PV steels test irradiations in the FRJ-1
and FRJ-2 reactors in JUlich, West Germany. Three separate irradiations are to

be conducted starting in September 1978, one in a core location of FRJ-1 and

one each in a core location and a reflector location in FRJ-2. The core location
exposures will be approximately 10 days, and the reflector exposure approxi-
mately 100 days in order to achieve a target neutron fluence (>l MeV) in each

19 -2location of 2 x 10 cm . The Rockwell HAFM's are to be included with HEDL
dosimetry sets in six small cylindrical argon-filled stainless steel subcapsules.
The inside dimensions of these subcapsules are ~0.24 in. ID and ~0.51 in.
length. The subcapsules are to be filled with argon to improve thermal
conductivity. At CEN/SCK, these subcapsules will be combined with gradient
foils and two similar subcapsules provided by CEN/SCK and KFA in a larger
gadolinium sheathed stainless steel dosimetry capsule. Two such dosimetry
capsules will be irradiated in each of the three irradiation locations.

A complete list of the various elements and compounds included in e.ch
Rockwell dosimetry set is given il Table RIFS-1. In total, there are 59

vanadium HAFM capsules, 45 unencapsulated HAFM wire segments, 3 unencapsulated
zirconium chunks, and 6 empty vanatium capsules. The elements and compounds in

each set include those outlined by FEDL in the irradiation proposal', specifi-
Ocally, wires of Cu, Fe, Ni and alloyc, containing very low concentrations of B

6
and Li. The Cu, Fe and Ni have threshold (n,a) reactions and will measure

10 6neutron fluences for energies 33 MeV. The alloys of 8 and Li will monitor

neutron fluences for energi?s <1 MeV. The boron and lithium alloys were also
included in encapsulated form in order o determine any possible helium loss
from either a-recoil or from diffusion.

In addition to these elements and a'loys, compounds containing nitrogen
(tin and ZrN) and sulfur (PbS and Cu S), and individual samples of beryllium,

2

are also included in each dosimetry set. The (n,a) cross sections of these
elements are sensitive to neutron fluences in the 1-3 MeV range and have been
proposed by HEDL as potential future LWR-PV surveillance sensors. Unencapsulated

]}b lbh
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samples of Ti and Zr were included to monitor the background contributions of
these elements to HAFM's containing these elements as compound components.

Some additional HAFM's compounds have been included containing fluorine
(FeF and CaF *Y98" 2 5), chlorine and potassium (kcl). These elements,02 2'
which have various threshold (n,u) reactions in the range of 2-4 MeV, are
currently in the scoping phase as possible LWR dosimeters. Additionally, wire
segments of Nb and Pt have been included to measure their background helium

production in order to determine their potential value as possible encapsulat-
ing materiais in future LWR irradiations.

Expected Accomplishments in Next Reporting Period

10 61. Specify and order homogeneous wire containing low levels of B and Li.
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TABLE RIES-1

HELIUM ACCUMULATION MATERI ALS AND S"'.at TED
LOADING PRIORITY FOR FRJ-1 AND FRJ IRRADIATIONS

I Number of Samples in Each Dosimetry Capsule
FRJ-2

5 ample Dimension Loading FRJ-1 Core FRJ-2 Core Reflector
Description (inch) Priority No. 1 No. 2 No. 1 No. 2 No. 1 No. 2

Fe Wire 0.040 x 0.5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Ni Wire 0.040 x 0.5 2 1 1 1 1 1 1

Cu Wire 0.030 x 0.5 3 1 1 1 1 1 1

Al Wire 0.040 x 0.5 4 1 1 1 1 1 1

Ni-0.13% B Wire ~0.05 x 0.25 5 1 1 1 1 1 1
6Al-0.6% Li Wire ~0.05 x 0. 25 6 1 1 1 1 1 1

Ti Wire 0.020 x 0.5 10 1 0 1 0 1 0
Nb Wire 0.020 x 0.5 16 1 0 1 0 1 0 x

Pt Wire 0.021 x 0.5 17 1 0 1 0 1 0 y
10

Ni-0.13% B Wire ) 7 1 0 1 0 1 0
6Al-0.6% Li Wire 8 1 0 1 0 1 0

Blank 9 1 1 1 1 1 1

tin Powder 10 1 1 1 1 1 1

Pb5 Powder 11 1 1 1 1 1 1

Be Crystal 12 2 1 2 1 2 1

ZrNPowder(LotA)kVanadium 13 1 1 1 1 1 1

Cu2S Powder Encapsulated 14 1 1 1 1 1 1

[ ZrN Powder (Lot B) 0.050 x 0.25 15 1 1 1 1 1 1

FeF2 Powder 18 0 0 2 0 2 0m
V025 Powder 19 0 0 1 0 1 0

CaF2 Powder 20 0 0 2 0 2 0

N kcl Powder / 21 0 0 2 0 2 0
sj

Zr Chunks ~3-8 mg 13 1 0 1 0 1 G~

Totals 20 13 27 13 27 13

Total Number of Samples; 113.
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